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HE SURVIVED THE SCOURGE. HE ESCAPED THE CARTEL. NOW HE FACES THE WALL.In the
chaos of a global plague, evil took hold. Governments fell, the good became servants, and the
Cartel rose to power. A wall was built to contain the wasteland and keep the evil at bay. Now an
organized resistance wants change. They're willing to fight for it and they've asked Marcus Battle to
help. The last thing Battle wants is another war. But if that's what it takes to gain freedom and safe
passage to the other side of the wall, he'll take aim and fire.
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Tom Abrahams has put all the best writing in this fascinating story of Marcus Battle. He covers the
full range of human emotion skillfully and masterfully. Marcus' philosophical ponderings are a
testament to Abrahams talent.We find Marcus, Lola and Sawyer inside the Canyon with an eye
towards the Wall. Marcus is certain that if he can get Lola and Sawyer to the other side they will be
safe from the grip of the Cartel and life will be easier. But things don't always go the way intended.
In order for the Dwellers to show Marcus the way to the Wall he has to stay and help fight the

Cartel. He agrees but with some trepidation. He doesn't quite trust or believe in the Dwellers leader,
Juliana Paagal, a power seeking woman. This leader has recruited souls to infiltrate the Cartel in the
big cities. How will this scheme of hers work out? Will it all come together to strain the Cartel to the
point of being inoperable?In the city of Houston we meet a new character, Ana Montes, and her
nine month old baby, Penny. We find her to be an amazing woman as she struggles to escape the
clutches of the Cartel. The things that happen to her along her route of escape makes Ana an
unforgettable character.As the Dwellers prepare for dawn and the coming battle Juliana Paagal
astounds her lover with a revelation he had not suspected was even in the works. He finds out that
his and her idea of what is good for the people are completely at odds. How will this difference in
ideals affect the outcome? Will Marcus, Lola and Sawyer make it safely to the Wall?I am of the
opinion that Tom Abrahams has outdone himself on this one. The action leaves not one dull
moment. You can invest yourself in Marcus Battle and be glad you did. I don't know if Mr. Abrahams
can top this one, but we'll see.Yes, I recommend this book. There is no disappointment to be had.As
always, happy reading.

This is the last in a series that got me hooked awhile back. I just had to finish the series. Quite good,
actually. The concept is good and the situations are mostly believable. The main character is one
tough dude as most mortal folks would have been killed off several times along the way. However
his military training definitely pays off to keep him going. I liked it.

Finale of the trilogy. Battles, Lola and Sawyer are with a small group escaping (let go?) the cartel.
They join up with the Dwellers, an independent "free" group inhabiting the mountains between cartel
(Texas) and the rest of the country. and help in trying to defend it against the cartel. Rebellion is
festering in cartel area. This novel (the entire series) portrays quite brutally what happens when
most of Humanity is wiped out and ALL essential services destroyed. There is a fight for survival,
brutal, and Human life not worth much. No one can be trusted and Battles may have the start of a
new family, if they can stay free and alive. Compare the violence and brutality with some of the
countries in the Mid-East, Africa, and South America that are in turmoil now and you will get idea of
how the story goes. Not pretty, not for the squeamish, but a rip-roaring tale!

WOW! What can I say? Another home-run from Mr. Abrahams! The "Wall" was extremely difficult to
put down, and I read it in just 3 days. All I can say is that Marcus is a BEAST! There were very few
times that the pace slowed to the point that I could catch my breath. Other reviewers might find

more, but there were three MAJOR twists in the plot that caught me completely off-guard - which is
a good thing. If you are a fan of this series, you will NOT be disappointed.Disclaimer: I received an
advance copy of this book for a fair and impartial review.

I was really expecting a well done ending to this series. First, it could have used some maps to keep
us oriented as to where the territories were. Then I wondered if the good guys really beat the bad
guys or where they were just to tired to carry on the fight.I thought the first to books in this series
were really good, but this one left me disappointed.

Tom Abrahams writes in a way that creates discomfort and entertainment simultaneously. I enjoy
the complexity of the characters and the dynamic plot. This particular series offered a certain degree
of redemption at the end for the protagonist - he sure earned it! Thanks, Tom. Keep writing, Please.

This third book in the traveler series was as good as the first two. I loved that it read like the end of a
trilogy but the ending left you wondering if we would be reading more about Marcus Battle in the
future. I sure hope so because Tom Abrahams has created a tough as nails character that is flawed,
and he isn't invincible the way other characters in this genre are written. Not everything goes as
planned all the time and makes the story not only entertaining but realistic as well. If you haven't
read the first two books in this series I suggest you buy them all. It is well worth the time, and money
to do so!

The final book in this series. The cartel who control Texas, has fallen to the Dwellers. The tide has
turned from bad to good, a revival, hope returns. But has it? Or just changed hands. This is an
extremely fast paced, gripping action thriller. A believable scenario, extraordinarily well written
novel.. An epic adventure. I highly recommend!!
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